Drew Network User Agreement

The Drew network is to be used primarily for purposes of fulfilling the university’s mission. It is intended to be used as a tool to enhance education and research and to facilitate administrative work and is not available for unrestricted use for other purposes. Use of the Drew network for other purposes will always be restricted in favor of academic or administrative usage when the situation dictates.

The university provides the Drew network exclusively to you as a member of the Drew community. Your network identity and uLogin account uniquely identify you, and are not transferable to other members of the Drew community or to people outside of Drew.

Protect your uLogin password or other credentials at all times and do not share them with others. You will be held responsible for all activities which occur with your uLogin account.

Please visit the Drew Website to access the full Network User Agreement:
https://www.drew.edu/university-technology/policies/network-user-agreement/

I have read the Drew University Network User Agreement: __________________________________________

Signature: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________

Sponsoring ORG: ___________________________ Start Date: ___________________________

Sponsoring Dept.: ___________________________ End Date: ___________________________